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One pressing concern in English education today-ib studentvi_ . .

writing. Members of the National Council of Teacher English

OacT ), the largest professional organization of iWg

teachers in the United States, interpreted the latest;'ebiLt of

\
the'brational Assessment,of Educational Progress as 41dibturbing

evidence that at least some of the best high' school students are

understimulated by the writing curriculum, and twat there is

Wholesale stagnation-throughout the high school years among the

least able sgiters".(Mellon, 1975, p.29). They declared 1976

the year of composition and v wed to do "something" about the

crisis' in writing. NewsweekAagazine's Dec-..,mber 8, 1975,

cover story,, "Why Johnny Can't Write," popularized the problem,'

stimulating public as well as p ofessionall5oncern.

The problems in the field o compOsition goTar'beyond
.

Whether or not students Write mor poorly now t}'an they did in

the past. Many teachers question their own ability and, for

that matter,. anyones ability tott ach Composition., Furthermore,.

thoseconvinded that they Can and teach students to improve

their writing :haste difficulty demon tracing their oonvictionS

The subjectivity `of thecomposition evaluatic*,Prodess fiseqUently
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results in erratic evaluations of student papers by teachers

arid by researchers. .Joseph Williams in a keynote address at the

-annual meeting of of -libTE in 1976 emphasized how little researchers

know about how and why evaluators or teachers judge student

papers as they do. This inability to evaluate bOmpositions

has kept both pedagogyland research .at a primitive level.

Most Of the past.ittempts to solve problems" in evaluation-

,
have either failed to answer or have ignored a central question:

6

.

whir. do evaluators award the ratings they do to student papers?

To answer tilts question researchers need to identify the factor

in the papers, the raters, and the context ofthe evaluation- t at

\influence the evaluation.
,

\

, ,

Hiller, Marcotte, and Martin (1969) afterFompletina

study Of student essays suggested: \.

\ if a given chaiNcteristic is present in an essay;
, ,-- ,,,, ,

does that characteristic affect the essay s,
quality as- reflected in the grade assigned by
Oxpert 'graders. To answer .this, qu'e'stion we Should
have to manipulate the quality-and, quantity 0 ,

relevant,category items under, an--experimental',
\i'r6cedure. (15.274) , i

1

,

1 . '\

Most past research attempting to; identify the factors

influencing raters' judgments has been porrelationaj and,,

therefOre, ,could not establish patterns of influence,,. Experi- ,

mental\research is needed.

The correlational studies in composition evaluation,

furthermOre, Ilave tended to "focus on the paper or the
\

x#ter,,

but not both. Paper-focused - studies e.g. Page (1968)')
.

Slotnick and Knapp (1971), Hiller et all. (1969), Tholimson

a
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and. Vold and Freedman (Forthaffiing) correlated propetties of

fl .

the student papers such as the number of spelling errors and the

length of essay with ratings of those papers. *Rater-focused

studies e.g. Diaderich° et al. (1961) and. Meydre etal. (1966)]

correlated characteristics of the raters such as personal biass

and degree of leniency with, their ratings.

,

Part A of Figure 1 depicts the assumptions of the paper-.

focused, studies. The rater is outside the bounds of the

evaluation process because all raters are expected to:give the

eameresponse, much like a computer. Part B of Figure 1 depicts

the assumptiOns of the rater-focused studies. The paper remains

'outside the process. Disagreement between-ratets results from

;;,their' biases and other personal qiialities.

Figure 2 provides .a more comprehensive ,model on which

experimental studies could be based.. Both the evaIuatOr and the

paper are central to-the process. The reciprocal arrow connecting

the rater and paper reptesents an interplay between the two. The

qualities in the paper are meaningful in terths.of how. the evalu-
-.- . .

ator perceives them. The evaluator creates :part, of the meaning

of the paper, but qualities intrinsic to the paper set boundS
..

on the.meaning.the evaluator may create.. Most of the time the

rating is based on this interplay. However, the line connecting

the. rating with the. paper is- dotted to allow for ratings that

are not based totally oh, qualities within the paper. Rosner,

for example, revealed that raters gave higher marks to papers

they thought written 'by honors )students than those they, thought
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written by average students (in Diederich, 19Th, p . 11-15).

How the evaluator perceives and reacts to the pape is

modulated by personal characteristics resulting from intrinsic,
p

qualities and pastand present experiences as w 11 as by a

circumstantial environment manifest at the time of the reading.

--These personal characteristics likely to be important to the

evaIUation include4 aptitudes, education, teaching and writing

experience,,, prior knowledge about. the writer, and'.perSonal anxi-

eties and tensions. The circumstantial environment, the immedi-
,

ate context of the reading, consists of features like: training;

time of day; lengti of task;: physical environment -- comfort of
.

chairs, lighting of room, heating, noise level; the nature of,

. the task--the kind Of rating scale, types of papers to be -read

'(narrative, expository), context of other papers,sinferences

\about the writers'based on reading_the, paper.. the shaded

k! 0
area in Figure 2 illustrates the melding of these personal

k
characteristics with the circumstantial environment during

\

on ,process. /47 w
. --

Zxperimental research on the evsauation process mustbe
. 1.

.

,,\\ _
designed to allow examination of the entire context of the

1 . ,

evaluatiqn-7-a study of the interplay-between the, paper and

the evalu4or. :I impose that the evaluato'r's qualities in
_

conjunction\with the paper itself deterinine his or bier per-

ception and evaluation of the paper. The evaluatort-s perception
. . V .

of the paper, kil a particular context nitten by a particular

O

writer., under pa'Tticular conditions, will determine the rating.
- .
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